MEDIA ANNOUNCEMENT
PACE PALLET APPOINTED AS A DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE VELCRO® BRAND LOGISTRAP®
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE.
October 3 2012.

Sydney. Pace Pallet Services, the leading provider of custom designed crates-boxespallets-skids in Sydney, has announced that it has been appointed as a distributor for
Velcro Logistraps®.
The wrap around self-gripping strap is a practical and easy to use solution for preventing
stacked cartons and boxes from falling off a pallet.
It only takes seconds to wrap the Velcro Logistrap® around a stack of boxes and the
patented hook tape grips securely for a firm hold. The metal buckle helps the tape stay in
place and the soft material will not cut into cardboard boxes even when under tension.
By wrapping a Velcro Logistrap® around the top row of boxes the whole stack regardless
of height is prevented from collapsing. From a safety and awareness point of view the
bright orange straps can be seen from a distance.
Velcro Logistraps® are environmentally friendly in that they reduce the need for plastic
straps and they can be used over and over again. They are available from Pace Pallet
Services in bags of 5 straps measuring 50mm wide x 5 m in length. A carton contains 50
straps.
Ends.

Pace Pallet Services, located at Wetherill Park in Sydney’s Greater West, is a single source supplier. With the complete design-test-manufacture process in-house our clients can set us a task to come up with a
customised pallet-crate-skid solution for all manner of uses. We provide custom design...reconditioned pallets...low-cost workbench flat packs...complete pallet management...repairs & recycling...timber
packing & dunnage...pallet collection. Pace Pallet Services understands the safest ways to protect objects of various sizes, materials and weight. From industrial machinery to fragile glass. Equally as important,
we have a comprehensive knowledge of the needs of road-rail-air-sea transport and logistics companies for lifting, moving, carrying and stacking each load. When you want a single item or multiple
shipments taken across town, across the state, interstate or overseas you can rely on us. We can design and make pallets or crates to suit industrial goods, manufactured parts (examples: automotive, mining,
aerospace, rail), engineering equipment, construction products, motor bikes, steel panels, pipes, household appliances, glass, wine bottles, tiles & pavers, exhibition and retail displays, luxury furniture,
livestock, historic vehicles, sculptures & artwork, and more. Contact Managing Director Michael Mourad today on 02 9604 2700.
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